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Group: A (Textual Questions) 

1.A. Write the correct alternative to complete the  

following sentences:                                        1×5=5 

i) The tiger took shelter near the house of-  

a)an old woman b)an old man c)a neighbour d)a  

dreadful creature.  

ii) The word ‘mystified' means-  

 a)confused b)afraid c)strained d)happy.  

iii) The clown climbed down from his shelf- 

 a)at night b)in the morning c)in the afternoon 

d)during daytime.  

iv) The little doll complained to-  

a)Tuffy b)Timothy c)the policeman d)the farmer. 

v) Tuffy noticed a doll’s house-  

a)at the corner of the shop b)in the middle of the shop 

c)beside the farm pond d)at the dead end of the shop. 



1.B. Write the correct alternative to complete the  

following sentences:                                     1×3=3 

i) The poet talks about a bow that bridges-  

 a)heaven b)sea c)river d)bay. 

ii) Clouds are prettier than- 

a)rain and sky b)boats and ships c)rivers and seas 

d)valleys and mountains. 

iii)The poet mentions that the road is from-  

 a)Sky to Earth  b)Earth to river c)Earth to Sky d)river to 

Earth.  

2.A. Answer the following questions (within 15 words): 

                                                                                      1×6=6 

i)Who was Tuffy and where did he live? 

ii) What did Tuffy see as he climbed down from 

his shelf?  

iii) What did the little doll do every night? 

iv) Where did the tiger huddle to keep himself safe 

from the storm? 

v) Who was Bholenath and what was he looking for 

in the storm? 

vi) Why did Bholenath pull the tiger's ears while 

shouting at him and grabbing him? 



2.B. Answer the following questions (within 15 words): 

                                                                                 1×2=2 

i)According to the poet what was prettier than the 

boats and the ships? 

ii) Who is the poet of the poem ‘The Rainbow ‘? 

3.A. Answer the following questions (within 25 words): 

                                                                               2×4=8 

i)Why was the sailor doll angry? 

ii)Why did Tuffy put the little net in the water? 

iii)How did the king reward Bholenath for his bravery? 

iv)Why did the horse rear suddenly and gallop off 

wildly? 

3.B. Answer the following questions(within 25 words): 

                                                                                2×2=4 

i)How do you think the rainbow builds a road from the 

Earth to the Sky? 

ii) Which bow is spoken of here and to which other 

thing has it been compared? 

Group:B 

(Grammar and Vocabulary) 



4.A. Identify the tenses of the following 

sentences:1×4=4                                             

i) I do my homework every day. 

ii)Did you hear the sound last night? 

iii)Don’t tell a lie. 

iv) Will she ever know how hard her mother 

works? 

4.B. Do as directed:                                           1×8=8 

i)He gathered nuts. (Mention whether the underlined 

verb is transitive/intransitive) 

ii)Who will lead the Indian squad? (Mention the kind 

of pronoun) 

iii) Can you point out the books which belong to you?  

(Mention the kind of pronoun) 

iv)I do request you to help her. (Mention the kind of 

auxiliary/principal verb) 

v)My father is reading a novel. (Mention whether the 

verb is a principal or an auxiliary one) 

vi)I helped the poor girl yesterday. (Mention whether 

the underlined verb is transitive/intransitive) 



vii) I waited for______ hour in the rain. (Fill in with an 

article) 

viii) The snake crawled ______ his hole. (Fill in with a 

preposition) 


